### Bachelor's Degree Programs for residents of Massachusetts

#### All Areas of Study

- **Bachelor's programs**
  - Eastern Connecticut State University [F]
  - Rhode Island College [F]

#### Arts & Liberal Arts

**Acting (BFA)**
- University of Connecticut
  - (Audition required)

**Adulthood and Aging**
- University of Maine at Farmington [F]

**Africana/Afro-American Studies**
- Rhode Island College [F]

**Anthropology**
- University of Maine at Augusta

**Archaeology, Geography and Applied Anthropology**
- Castleton University (VT)

**Art**
- Castleton University (VT) [F]

**Art and Entrepreneurial Studies**
- University of Southern Maine [F]

**Art Education (BFA)**
- University of Southern Maine [F]

**Art History**
- University of Southern Maine [F]

**Audio and Media Production**
- University of Maine at Machias [F]

**Broadcast and Digital Journalism**
- Northern Vermont University - Lyndon

**Cinema Production**
- Northern Vermont University - Lyndon

**Cognitive Science**
- University of Connecticut

**Communication**
- Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

**Communications**
- Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

**Creative Writing (BFA)**
- Northern Vermont University - Johnson
- University of Maine at Farmington [F]

**Dance**
- Rhode Island College [F]

**Dance Education**
- Central Connecticut State University [F]

**Digital Media and Design**
- University of Connecticut
- Western Connecticut State University

**Early Childhood Education**
- Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

**Economics**
- Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

**English**
- Castleton University (VT) [F]
- Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

**English, Creative Writing, and Book Arts**
- University of Maine at Machias [F]

**Film Studies**
- Rhode Island College [F]

**Fine Woodworking and Furniture Design**
- Northern Vermont University - Johnson
- Northern Vermont University - Johnson

**Francophones Studies**
- Rhode Island College [F]

**General Studies**
- Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

**Geography & Environmental Planning**
- University of Maine at Farmington [F]

**Geography: Environmental Geography**
- Central Connecticut State University [F]

**Geography: Geographic Information Science**
- Central Connecticut State University [F]

**Geography: Planning**
- Central Connecticut State University [F]

**Geography: Regional Geography**
- Central Connecticut State University [F]

**Geography: Tourism**
- Central Connecticut State University [F]

**German**
- Central Connecticut State University [F]

**Global Language and Area Studies**
- University of Rhode Island

**Global Studies**
- Rhode Island College [F]

**Graphic/Information Design**
- Central Connecticut State University [F]

**History**
- Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

**History and Social Sciences**
- Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

**Holocaust and Genocide Studies**
- Keene State College (NH)

**Human Rights**
- University of Connecticut

**Humanities**
- University of New Hampshire at Manchester
- University of Southern Maine

**Individualized Major**
- Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

**Information and Library Science**
- University of Maine at Augusta
  - (Instruction is delivered via distance education)

**Interactive Media**
- University of Maine at Farmington [F]

**Interdisciplinary Studies**
- Eastern Connecticut State University [F]
- University of Maine at Machias [F]

**International and Global Studies**
- University of Maine at Farmington [F]

**Italian**
- Central Connecticut State University [F]

**Journalism**
- Central Connecticut State University [F]

**Justice Studies**
- University of New Hampshire
  - (Offered only as a dual major to students who have declared a first major, completed at least one semester and earned a minimum 2.5 GPA)

**Latin American Studies**
- Rhode Island College [F]

**Liberal Studies**
- Eastern Connecticut State University [F]
  - (Only available as double major with Elementary Education Major)

**Linguistics: Speech & Language Science**
- University of Southern Maine

**Management Information Systems**
- Southern Connecticut State University

**Marine Affairs**
- University of Rhode Island

**Maritime Studies**
- University of Connecticut

**Media Arts (BFA/BA)**
- Castleton University (VT) [F]
- Eastern Connecticut State University [F]
- University of Southern Maine [F]

**Music Education**
- Central Connecticut State University [F]

**Music Education (MM)**
- University of Southern Maine [F]

**Music Performance (BM)**
- University of Southern Maine [F]

**Music Performance: Jazz Studies (BM)**
- University of Southern Maine [F]

**Music Performance: Piano Pedagogy (BM)**
- University of Southern Maine [F]

**Music Technology (BA)**
- Plymouth State University (NH)

**Musical Theater**
- Castleton University (VT)
- Northern Vermont University - Johnson
- Plymouth State University (NH)
- University of Southern Maine [F]
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New Media
Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

Philosophy
Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

Political Science
Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

Political Science: Legal Studies
Central Connecticut State University [F]

Political Science: Public Administration
Central Connecticut State University [F]

Portuguese
Rhode Island College [F]

Psychology
Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

Puppetry (BFA)
University of Connecticut
(Audition required)

Religion
University of Vermont
(Approved for new students matriculating Fall 2019)

Russian
University of New Hampshire
University of Vermont

Sociology/Applied Social Relations
Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

Spanish
Castleton University (VT) [F]
Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

Strategic Communication
Central Connecticut State University [F]

Studio Art
University of Southern Maine [F]

Studio Art (BFA):
Metalsmithing/Jewelry
Rhode Island College [F]

Studio Arts (BFA)
University of Southern Maine [F]

Sustainability (Dual Major)
University of New Hampshire

Sustainability Studies
Northern Vermont University - Lyndon

Technical Theatre (BFA/BA)
Rhode Island College [F]

Theatre
Castleton University (VT) [F]
Eastern Connecticut State University [F]
University of Southern Maine [F]

Theatre (BA)
Central Connecticut State University [F]

Theatre (BFA)
Central Connecticut State University [F]

Theatre: Performance (BFA)
Central Connecticut State University [F]

Theatre: Technology, Design, and Production (BFA)
Central Connecticut State University [F]

Visual Arts
Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

Women's and Gender Studies
Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

Youth Development
Plymouth State University (NH)
Rhode Island College [F]

Business & Management

Accounting
Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

Actuarial Science
Central Connecticut State University [F]
University of Connecticut
University of Maine at Farmington [F]

Actuarial Science and Finance
University of Connecticut

Applied Technical Leadership
University of Southern Maine

Arts Administration
University of Maine at Farmington [F]

Business & Entrepreneurial: Non-Profit Org. Mgt.
University of Maine at Machias [F]

Business Administration
Central Connecticut State University [F]

Business Economics*
University of Maine at Farmington [F]

Business Information Systems
Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

Finance
Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

Hospitality and Tourism Management
Central Connecticut State University [F]

Labor Relations and Human Resource Management
Central Connecticut State University [F]

Marketing
Central Connecticut State University [F]

Outdoor Recreation Business Administration
University of Maine at Farmington [F]

Public Administration
Rhode Island College [F]

Public Management
Plymouth State University (NH)

Public Utilities Management*
Southern Connecticut State University

Real Estate and Urban Economic Studies
University of Connecticut
(Junior and senior level eligibility only)

Risk Management and Insurance
University of Southern Maine

Sport and Leisure Management
Eastern Connecticut State University [F]
Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

Supply Chain Management
University of Rhode Island
(RSP eligibility starts junior year)

Sustainable Business
University of Southern Maine

Textile Marketing
University of Rhode Island

Engineering & Technology

Bioengineering
University of New Hampshire

Biomedical Engineering
University of Maine

Computer Engineering Technology
Central Connecticut State University [F]

Computer Science
Eastern Connecticut State University [F]
University of Southern Maine [F]

Construction Engineering Technology
University of Maine

Construction Management Technology
Central Connecticut State University [F]
Vermont Technical College

Criminology
Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

Cybersecurity*
Central Connecticut State University [F]
University of Maine at Augusta
University of Southern Maine

Electrical Engineering
University of Southern Maine [F]

Electromechanical Engineering Technology
Vermont Technical College

Electromechanical Technology and Robotics
Plymouth State University (NH)

Electronics Technology
Central Connecticut State University [F]

Environmental Engineering
University of Connecticut
University of New Hampshire

Graphics Technology
Central Connecticut State University [F]

Homeland Security
University of New Hampshire

* New program this year
[F]: Eligible under Flexible Policy
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**Health & Human Services**

- **Adventures Education**  
  Northern Vermont University - Johnson  
  Northern Vermont University - Lyndon  
  Plymouth State University (NH)

- **Allied Health**  
  University of Connecticut

- **Athletic Training**  
  Central Connecticut State University [F]

- **Business Psychology**  
  University of Maine at Farmington

- **Chemical Dependency/Addiction Studies**  
  Rhode Island College [F]

- **Child Development and Family Relations**  
  University of Maine

- **Community Health and Wellness**  
  Rhode Island College [F]

- **Community Health Education**  
  University of Maine at Farmington [F]

- **Dental Hygiene**  
  Rhode Island College [F]  
  University of Maine at Augusta  
  Vermont Technical College

- **Diagnostic Medical Sonography**  
  Rhode Island College [F]

- **Early Childhood Special Education**  
  University of Maine at Farmington [F]

- **Early Childhood Studies: Infant/Toddler Mental Health**  
  Central Connecticut State University [F]

- **Elementary Education**  
  Eastern Connecticut State University [F]  
  University of Maine at Machias [F]

- **Elementary Education: Community Engaged Learning**  
  University of Maine at Machias

- **Elementary Education: Marine Biology**  
  University of Maine at Machias

- **Health Care Administration**  
  Rhode Island College [F]

- **Health Care Management**  
  University of Connecticut  
  (Junior and senior level eligibility only)

- **Health Education**  
  Rhode Island College [F]

- **Health Management and Policy**  
  University of New Hampshire

- **Health Science**  
  Eastern Connecticut State University [F]  
  Rhode Island College [F]

- **Human Development and Family Studies**  
  University of Connecticut

- **Mountain Resort Management**  
  Northern Vermont University - Lyndon

- **Music Therapy***  
  University of Rhode Island

**Industrial Technology**

- **Central Connecticut State University [F]**

- **Information Technology**
  Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

- **Management and Engineering for Manufacturing**
  University of Connecticut

- **Manufacturing Engineering Technology**
  Central Connecticut State University [F]

- **Marine Engineering Operations**
  Maine Maritime Academy

- **Marine Engineering Technology**
  Maine Maritime Academy

- **Marine Systems Engineering - Naval Architecture**
  Maine Maritime Academy

- **Materials Science and Engineering**
  University of Connecticut

- **Mechanical Engineering**
  University of Southern Maine [F]

- **Mechanical Engineering Technology**
  Central Connecticut State University [F]  
  University of Maine  
  University of New Hampshire at Manchester  
  (Open only to students with AS degree in field)

- **Networking Information Technology**
  Central Connecticut State University [F]

- **Ocean Engineering**
  University of New Hampshire  
  University of Rhode Island

- **Renewable Energy**
  Vermont Technical College

- **Robotics and Mechatronics Engineering Technology**
  Central Connecticut State University [F]

- **Software Engineering**
  Vermont Technical College

- **Surveying Engineering Technology**
  University of Maine

- **Sustainable Product Design and Innovation**
  Keene State College (NH)  
  (Physics/Math specialization available)

- **Technology and Engineering Education**
  Central Connecticut State University [F]

- **Vessel Operations and Technology**
  Maine Maritime Academy

**Nuclear Medicine Technology**

- **Rhode Island College** [F]

- **Outdoor Education**
  University of New Hampshire

- **Outdoor Education, Leadership and Tourism**
  Northern Vermont University - Johnson  
  (Concentrations: Adventure Education, Environmental Education, Outdoor Program Management & Administration, Therapeutic Wilderness & Adventure Programming)

- **Northern Vermont University - Lyndon**
  (Concentrations: Adventure Education, Mountain Resort Management)

- **Parks, Recreation and Tourism**
  University of Maine

- **Physical Education**
  Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

- **Psychological Science**
  Central Connecticut State University [F]

- **Psychology and Community Studies: Applied Psychology**
  University of Maine at Machias [F]

- **Psychology and Community Studies: Disabilities in Youth**
  University of Maine at Machias [F]

- **Psychology: Forensic**
  Castleton University (VT)

- **Radiologic Technology (Medical Imaging)**
  Rhode Island College [F]  
  (Admission highly competitive)

- **Recreation and Leisure Studies**
  Southern Connecticut State University  
  (Options include Therapeutic Recreation, Community and Youth Development, Sports Management, and Travel and Tourism Management)

- **Recreation and Tourism Management: Community Recreation**
  University of Maine at Machias

- **Recreation Management and Policy: Therapeutic Recreation**
  University of New Hampshire

- **Recreation Management: Program and Event Management**
  University of New Hampshire

- **Rehabilitation Services**
  University of Maine at Farmington [F]

- **Respiratory Therapy**
  Rhode Island College [F]

- **Secondary Education**
  Eastern Connecticut State University [F]  
  University of Maine at Machias [F]

- **Social Work**
  Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

- **Sociology**
  Castleton University (VT) [F]

---

* New program this year  
[F]: Eligible under Flexible Policy

---
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Science & Math

Aquaculture and Fisheries Technology
University of Rhode Island

Atmospheric Sciences (Meteorology)
Northern Vermont University - Lyndon
(Admission highly competitive)

Biochemistry
Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

Biology
Eastern Connecticut State University [F] University of Maine at Machias [F]

Biology: Ecology, Biodiversity, and Evolutionary Biology
Central Connecticut State University [F]

Biology: Environmental Science
Central Connecticut State University [F]

Biomolecular Sciences
Central Connecticut State University [F]

Botany/Plant Biology
University of Maine

Cell and Molecular Biology
Central Connecticut State University [F] Plymouth State University (NH)

Chemistry
Castleton University (VT) [F]

Climate Change Science
Northern Vermont University - Lyndon

Community and Environmental Planning
University of New Hampshire

Computational and Applied Mathematical Sciences*
Plymouth State University (NH)

Dairy Management
University of New Hampshire

Diagnostic Genetic Sciences
University of Connecticut
(Junior and senior level eligibility only)

Diversified Agriculture
Vermont Technical College

Earth & Environmental Science*
University of Maine at Farmington [F]

Earth Science
Central Connecticut State University [F]

Earth Sciences: Geology
Central Connecticut State University [F]

Earth Sciences: Planetary Geology
Central Connecticut State University [F]

Ecogastronomy
University of New Hampshire
(Offered as dual major; eligibility will begin no sooner than sophomore year, after student has declared a primary major and requirements)

Environmental Earth Science
Eastern Connecticut State University [F] Eastern Connecticut State University [F]

Environmental Studies
University of Maine at Machias [F]

Environmental Studies and Sustainability
Rhode Island College [F]

Equine Studies
University of New Hampshire

Food Systems
University of Vermont
(Eligible for students who matriculated Fall 2017 or later)

Forest Operations, Bioproducts and Bioenergy
University of Maine

Forestry
University of Maine

General Science
Central Connecticut State University [F]

Genetics
University of New Hampshire

Geology and Geological Oceanography
University of Rhode Island

Human Dimensions of Climate Change
University of Maine

Marine Biology & Small Vessel Operations
Maine Maritime Academy

Marine Science
Maine Maritime Academy

Marine Sciences
University of Maine

Marine Science & Small Vessel Operations
Maine Maritime Academy

Mathematics
Castleton University (VT) [F]

Mathematics: Statistics
Central Connecticut State University [F]

Meteorology
Plymouth State University (NH)

Neuropsychology
University of New Hampshire at Manchester

Pathobiology
University of Connecticut

Pharmaceutical Sciences (BS)
University of Rhode Island
(Preparation for pharmaceutical, health care industries. Pharmacy (6-yr. Pharm D) withdrawn from RSP effective Fall 2016 for new incoming students)

Pharmacy (PharmD)
University of Connecticut
(Applies to Pharmacy and to Pre-Pharmacy majors, effective 2019-20.)

Physiology and Neurobiology
University of Connecticut

Plant Biology
University of Vermont
(Eligibility for NH residents for new students matriculating Fall 2018 or later)

Statistics
University of Connecticut
University of New Hampshire

Structural Biology and Biophysics
University of Connecticut

Sustainable Agriculture
University of Maine

Veterinary Technology
University of Maine at Augusta

Wildlife and Conservation Biology
University of New Hampshire
University of Rhode Island

Wildlife Biology
University of Maine at Machias

Wildlife Ecology
University of Maine

Zoology
University of Maine
University of New Hampshire